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ABSTRACT 

 

Assessing industry performance is one of the main tasks for an investor. Being 

a financial analyst one should know the historic trends and future predictions of 

the particular industry. As the world has become a global village, investors have 

diversified their portfolio of investment and to know the pros and cons of a 

particular industry overseas they need some reliable resources to check its 

trends and predictions. This research will main focused on the financial and 

business performance of cement industry of Pakistan. For the purpose of this 

research both positivist and interpretivist approach has been taken. Both 

quantitative and qualitative data have been collected for the purpose of this 

research. The research consists of ratio analysis about the financial 

performance perimeters. Along with ratio analysis different types of regression 

analysis have also been used to check the dependence of one variance with 

another. Being a researcher it is very important to illustrate the importance of 

main perimeters of measuring financial and business performance of any 

industry. For this the research has focused only on those main perimeters 

which are considered as a backbone of any industry. In the end a conclusion 

and recommendation have been given. It has been concluded that investors 

look very positive about the future growth of cement industry in Pakistan 

because the country is focusing on building huge infrastructure within 10 years. 

Furthermore, the export level of cements has also risen as compared to 

previous years. Therefore, this research has covered almost all the factors that 

are core for measuring financial and business performance of the industry.  
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1) Introduction 

Assessing Pakistan’s cement industry from financial and business standpoint 

has its significant importance as this sector is the most important richer, wealth 

generation sector of the country. Pakistan cement industry is plentifully 

enriched in raw material which is basic need for any cement industry; it has 

best limestone along with the natural gas resources. People of Pakistan as well 

as investor of other countries are investing in this sector at broad range 

because of the positive outflow from the companies running the cement plants 

and its distribution. Pakistan is also exporting the good quality cement to U.AE, 

Russia, Iraq and other countries. In this research, I would try my best to provide 

with latest condition and clear picture of this sector and for this the financial 

position of companies would be focused more. Currently Pakistan has 22 

cement companies which are operating with approximately production level of 

9.403 million tones. From these 5 companies are running under government 

and other 17 are privatize.  The growth rate within this sector is of 32% with the 

domestically increasing demand with around 24.95% and also with the exports 

rate of around 111.86% these figures are the percentages of comparison of last 

5 years with the more previous analysis of year 2007 to further. 

Pakistan has vast spread resources, it has main two regions of its cement 

industry the one is southern and other is northern region. Financial 

performance from these two is going very well they are producing about 35.18 

million tons from northern and 8.89 million tons from southern region of 

cement per year. As Pakistan government is working on building country’s 

infrastructure from last 5 years so there is a rapid expand in the demand of 

cement. With this country is also lining with non-availability of electricity 

resource which is main requirement for doing work from plants and for 

production, this reason somehow have ascended the cost of production as well 

and the government is also working to limit the further export agreements of 

cement because they need more cement for their country as their developing 
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programs are at peak. With the need and consumption point Pakistan is 

consuming lesser than other developing countries, they are consuming around 

131 kg per person/annually whereas the average from all over the world is of 

270 kg per person.   Beside this cement industry have given immense currency 

to Pakistan by the freight of 7.716 M tones from Y07-Y08 of cement on other 

hand also earned a foreign exchange of 459 million dollars which was an 

immense contribution. Pakistan industry has massive opportunity to grow more 

doubtlessly and this can keep contributing to its GDP with a good percentage. 

1.1 Background of Pakistan Cement Industry 

The history of cement industry in Pakistan begins from back 1921 when 

Pakistan. Plant their first production plant at Wah after the independence of 

country in 1947. At that time there were only 4 cement plants that were 

working with the capacity to produce 470,000 tons per year. These plants were 

planted in the factories of different cities which were located at Karachi, Rohri, 

Dandot and WahCantt. Cement is one of the most basic material uses for 

development and to build infrastructure in any country.  Pakistan produces this 

material in their country because of availability of limestone, Gymnasium and 

other resources. But it has high transpiration cost also. Pakistan comes under 

the best producer of cement in Asia. They are also the well-known exporter of 

good quality cement. 

Production process 

Cement tone needs 1.7 tons of limestone, silica and limestone etc. quantity 

wise limestone is needed about 80% whereas 19% clay is needed for clinker. 

Pakistan is a country which is enrich with materials and minerals resources 

these resources can be used for next 100 years to produce cement. But only 

having enough raw materials cannot be appraised as competitive advantage. 

Cement production needs to remain continues process. The process consists on 

the basic steps which includes drying raw materials, grounding them, 
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measuring according to proportions and then burnt for process.  The output is 

clinker in pulverized with gypsum at grinding stage to produce cement.  

Cement in Pakistan use two different production processes that is the wet 

process and the dry process. Both these operations have their own different 

types of kilns. Cement process of wet method fed the raw material with kiln in 

slushy type. The process consume more energy which may cause the methods 

to get more costly but in the other process which is dry process raw material in 

ground form is fed to kiln dry powder to consume low energy and to keep the 

cost low. In the past 70’s the cement procedures used were mostly the wet 

process whereas the processes adapted by the new firms are mostly dry 

processes. These machineries are settled by SCCP and some companies that are 

performing between their selves individually. It is recorded back in 1995 that 

the total 60 percent of volume was assembled on dry functions which were 

greatly supplemented as new sub units and the leading logic was cost 

efficiency.  

1.2 Research objective & research question 

The main intention for doing this analysis is to investigate the opportunities in 

Pakistan cement industry from investing point of view. 

Questions need to be address in this research includes: 

Analyzing the financial and business position of current cement industry 

of Pakistan? 

Further: 

 Find out the scope of financial growth in cement industry? 

 Find out those elements which have impact on the people who are 

interested to invest in this industry of Pakistan?  

 Find out the future expectations of investor from this sector? 
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1.3 Justification of literature  

From the available literature on cement industry of Pakistan, I have found that 

the most important factor is working capital as cement industry is a 

manufacturing firm and it required to remain under specific cost budget to 

maintain a profitable ratio margin for meeting profits and return. The study of 

Ghosh (2003) shows that the firms have to keep a justified profit ratio to get 

the favorable benefits from the operations which are regular activities. Whereas 

the unbalance volume of capital in process decreases the ratios of companies’ 

liquidation, they say that keeping the capital within companies would cause 

decline in industries profits.  

Empirical results of the researches have shown that if your management is 

ineffective, incompetent and cannot handle the working capital within the 

organization than your profits and capacity for production would be suffering 

and it will lead to industry sickness. Bhattacharya (1997) explains that from 

financing prospectus modern financial management points that if the volume of 

assets that company holds would decrease without keeping the focus on the 

risk element of stock out. To analyze the well-conditioned situation pf any 

company the management of its resources and the capital which is in process 

should be maintained in a balance way and this also need to cluster the 

unneeded amount of capital that can cause that decline in total financing 

available for companies. The majority of the research which had been done 

focuses on those companies in this sector should understand the value of 

working capital with keep the low cost phenomena in view. Pakistan is that 

state which has the largest percentage of population growth around globe. It 

has brought a noticeable need of cement from different consumers. In 

accordance with building establishing industry in Pakistan there was a grand 

backlog in housing construction of around 6.25 M.   Huge volume of lime and 

cement was required per annum for the construction in main cities. The 

expected growth for its demand was around 7 percent every year.  The 
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researchers conclude that the expected cement need for foreign sale is 

complies on two elements the first is surge in its pricing in abroad markets and 

second is the charges implemented by government of Pakistan like freight. 

Whereas the volume which is produced for exports have slowly decreasing 

because of which prices were supposed to be high and the non-availability of 

large volume of cement will create a discouragement. . The financial 

management decisions of companies relates with three major areas: capital 

structure, capital Investment, and working capital management. The study of 

Appuhami (2008) shows that management of working capital has great 

momentousness for every company as it affects its overall profitability and 

liquidity .Working Capital (WC) is an indicator of an organizations working 

liquidity, also hold ample of Working amount assumes that the company is able 

to render for all of its short-term expenditures and due obligations. Working 

Capital is important for large companies to increase their share prices, pay 

operating expenses and short-term loans and their ability to raise more funds. 

WC is important for small companies which cannot access financial markets to 

borrow, and for new businesses which need to hold on until they reach 

breakeven point. 

Rehman (2007) study showed that the clear foundation of research on cement 

industry is that working capital management explains the balancing of current 

assets and liabilities. Working capital consists of current assets and long-term 

capital for temporary work. Working capital is of two types they are permanent 

working capital means "the amount of current assets needed to meet the 

minimum requirement for long-term business "Van Horn (2005) and the 

temporary working capital or patterned in process capital is “the volume of 

current assets that varies with seasonal requirements". Sufficient working 

capital ensures continuous supply of raw material and uninterrupted production 

for manufacturing organizations. Enough working capital creates and maintains 

goodwill by making timely payments to creditors. An organization having 
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adequate working capital enjoys high liquidity and it helps the organization to 

get the benefit of cash discount on purchases which leads to a decrease in cost 

of production. Profusely working capital enables a firm to make regular 

payment of salaries, wages & other operating expenses. With the help of 

working capital a firm can purchase raw material in large volume when the 

prices are low and it can sell the finished products when prices are high.  

1.4 Research methodology  

Research methodology explains the process used to collect the related 

information and data for the purpose of making business analysis and 

conclusion. The main aim of this study to analyze the financial strength of 

cement industry for this research we need data which help us to conclude the 

research questions. Methods which will be utilized to collect data would be 

qualitative and quantitative ways of gathering data. The research method would 

also include the financial reports of firms operating in Pakistan cement 

industry. I also used data by interviewing some of firms operating in Pakistan. 

Data is collected from the companies which are registered under Karachi stock 

market.   

1.5 Significance of the study 

The significance for conducting this research is to find and identify the 

opportunities and scope of investment in cement sector. Its significance would 

also include recognizing the elements that are involve in the success and 

profitability of cement industry. Another major reason of why studying about 

this sector is important is because cement industry contributes with high 

percentage in Pakistan GDP so we need to find the problems or issues confront 

by this sector in upcoming years. This research analysis will help to find us the 

limitations, opportunity, scope for investor. It will also explain some valuable 

recommendations that how we can deal with the upcoming threats to this 

sector. This would also help the investor or people who have interest in cement 
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sector to do financial and numerical comparison for their stake.  The 

differences in the literature reviews by various researchers are studied and 

combined their views regarding the positive impact of cement industry of 

Pakistan. The factors include mostly were cost of production, working capital 

effects, labor intensive industry, fuel consumption and usage of modern 

machinery and technology. 

All improvement is meant of exploration. Doubt is sometimes profitable than 

headless confidence for it put us on way to investigate and find more also 

inquiry leads to innovation or think more ideas” is a renounced Hudson Maxim 

in light of which the importance of finding can well be understandable. The 

risen volume of research would make working more relative and feasible. 

Research imprints the scientific and proactive approach and it exaggerate the 

betterment of logical habits of processes, methods and organization. The part 

that different reviews play in varies several fields of applied economics further 

linked with business into the economy at large or overall has wider range in 

modern era. The more difficult base of business and government has keen 

attention on the use of these conducted researches in solving these working 

matters and issues. Research is just like a free help to economy of any nation 

and has attained extra value from the two prospective the one for government 

and businesses itself.  

Comments of different people that what they think what they have identified 

has very important place in country’s policies making part. Just for sake if 

government’s budgets keeps a part on a review of the needs and wish the 

people and on the availability of wealth to meet these demand. The expense on 

requirement has to be related to probable incomes and this is an area where 

study and different reviews are mostly needed. By doing research we can 

identify new ways, alternative regulations and can as well analyze the out flow 

of each of these alternatives. 
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1.6 Growth trends of Cement Industry Pakistan 

Raw material for cement industry is at higher availability that is why Pakistan is 

supposed to be one of major cement industries there are many plants working 

in this sector but the last few years are on high yield for all the concerns i.e. 

cement manufactures when the government rises the expended on 

infrastructure development on the other hand ascend the per capita income 

take the cement in double digits. In the 2007 research the registered sale of 

cement has grown to 31% which means 17.53 million from 13.5 million tones.  

In year 2008 it becomes visible to an increase in both the market within region 

and at within countries boundary of country region with 18.17M tones of sales 

with rise in 7.2 percent by which it meant 14.4M as compared to last year which 

was 13.5 million/ tones .With respect of Exports from 3.7 million / tones 

against 1.8 million tons in the last year which shows the increase of 110 %. 

Pakistan has a great impact of exports with neighboring countries. There has 

been a rapid growth of cement demand seen in both domestic exports market 

during the fiscal year of current year. Ascend that is over all in cement industry 

is about 32 % in which domestic export is 24.95 % and export increased by 

111.86%. Pakistan industry is seems to be more successful to cover the markets 

of countries which are new in markets other than conventional exports market 

of which are Afghanistan and Iraq. 

1.7 Challenges/ limitations to cement industry 

From the past cement industry has a positive record of outflow but back from 3 

years Pakistan Is facing swear energy crises due to which the profits of this 

industry have reduced to a large percentage the recovery of cement sector have 

slow down because of recent increase in POL prices. Electricity charges are also 

raised to greater percentage. The advantage of devaluation has been eroded 

almost entirely because of increase in energy cost this all has resultant high 

cost of production and also high cost of transportation. These costs have added 
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almost 65-70% of the total cost of the cement. With all this the cement sector 

which is bearing huge taxes inclusive of federal duty, sales tax other special 

taxes or marked fee on every single bag of cement.  
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2) Literature review 

Before writing a literature review it is very obvious to understand the need for 

study hat its purpose is in one’s research.in this we discuss the ideas of other 

people.  A literature review is a detailed review on discussions and publications 

which has already been announced or published in books, researches, papers 

etc. in this we study and keep our focus on some particular topic and find what 

other researchers have discussed about it. The literature of any research part 

should explainable to its objective and concern with the area of same interest 

but in views of different people. Writing the literature in your research will 

expand your  grip on your research topic in two main ways the first the more 

you pursuit information regarding factors, effects, methods about your topic 

from articles, books and authors who have already done a vast research on 

topic resembling  to yours will make your vision clear . Second important thing 

is, literature review will able us to critically review things do analysis of 

situations by comparing different researches and conclude a reliable and valid 

result for your research. An academic research report is concentered on to 

provide a new argument, in this literature would help us to support our 

statement along putting some light of already conducted research.   

2.1 Importance of Working capital 

A research conducted on Pakistan based firms in cement industry to find out 

the correlation between financial ratios and performance of firms. For this Haq  

(2011) did analysis of fourteen companies operating in Pakistan Khyber 

Pakhtonkhuwa Province (KPK) cement industry and is listed under Karachi stock 

exchange. This research brings in notice that working capital and profitability 

ratios have collective weight on firms overall performance. To examines 

performance of any firm or industry its ascendency should be clearly identify 

and this study also emphasis on identify the sensitivity on returns. For 

understanding these ratios they prefer to use multiple regression and 
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correlation coefficient. The researches results concludes that the tested 

hypothesis have significance at level 0.01 and 0.05. The end result signifies 

that there is strong association between the two terms working capital, its 

balancing and profitability in the context of cement production firms in 

Pakistan. Management of working capital is related to managing the current 

assets and current liabilities by Reheman (2013). Another study by Van horn 

(2005) Working capital is the total value of investment pooled in the currently 

owned assets of organizations.  

A research by Tariq (2013) on cement industry identified the elements involved 

in performance of this sector. According to him Working Capital Management 

has an important significant in any kind of industry, especially in the 

manufacturing industries. As working capital becomes firm’s major assets to 

grow and enhance their performance in this tough competitive market as 

Pakistan is rich enough with cement resources. Measuring performance and 

financial strength through this feature of working capital is possible when we 

are able to measures performance of working capital he explained in his 

research that the form’s should adapt any specific method of measuring its 

performance like Cash Conversion Cycle (CCC), Net Trade Cycle (NTC), 

Receivable Turnover in Days (RTD), Number of Days in Inventory, Number of 

Days in Payable, & Return on Asset (ROA).  Working Capital Management should 

be reviewed on regular intervals and have to be maintained by proper control.  

This depends on mostly owing to the cause that, at time the financial feasibility 

of the firm was connected through their liquidness. Through his research he 

added the valuable contribution in the current literature. The exhibition of 

cement industry is predictor by managing the working capital by using proxy of 

CCC, NTC, Collection policy, policy of the inventory, policy of the payment, 

liquidity and its comparison with the profitability using financial data of the 

firms listed in the Pakistan’s KSE these predictors have helped to identify the 
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working capital average, taxes and other expenses for these cement 

manufacturing firms.  

2.2 Performance variables 

In another study an effort has been conducted by Ahmad (2009) which he done 

the empirical study of Pakistan cement industry. He also assists the working 

capital referring to profitability of this sector from year 2005-20 c09.  This 

study is about the relationship between the Return on Equity (ROE) and Return 

of Asset (ROA) as performance variables (dependent variables). Article by Raza 

(2009) financial analysis cannot be done fairly until we calculated the firm’s 

profitability with sufficient ratios. Here working capital is used as independent 

variable while calculating performance. To get better profits and results the 

working capital should extract its ratio and then measures firms eligibility to up 

come from its obligations and due accountabilities. Cement sector is the fastest 

growing sector in economies it has restricted rules and policies in economies 

which are under developing phase and in transition periods whereas cement 

firms have shifted to under developed countries because of this restricted 

policies. Mehal (2001)   deeply suggest the association between the capital 

structure and prices in stock market with reference of this industry. Current 

literature supports the Debt to Equity Ratio, Debt to asset ratio, interest 

Coverage Ratio as an independent variable and stock prices as dependent 

variable. Firms which were participating and trading actively on stock exchange 

during five years continue these firms are facing negative relation between the 

company’s structure and stock exchange.  By this critical research it is 

explained that there exists a negative relation between the stock exchange 

prices and the capital structures of the companies. This research by Mehal 

(2001) added his unique contribution in Pakistan’s available literature on 

cement industry. Overall this sector of Pakistan is flourishing rapidly and still 

can grow at large level because it has unlimited facility and competition is 

getting hard as many of the successful firms are there in this industry. They 
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have assume two hypothesis Ho and H1 which gave result that Ho says that 

capital structure of firm’s do affect stock prices but still the prices at stock 

market showed 25 percentile that the invested capital structure or framework 

didn’t affect the stock prices. Obviously there are some other factors which 

affects stock price 75% and on which business performance of this sector is 

dependent and they are macro factors like demand and supply, political 

instability in country, inflation, etc.  

2.3 Competitive forces 

Pakistan cement industry is intensive to growth and profits. According to 

Arifeen (2011) to study the internal performance and external growth of 

industry it’s important to find the factor first which direct influence the 

performance of firms. The cost of investment in this industry is very high 

because of different factors like manufacturing trading in Pakistan cost high 

because of high cost of energy, high transportation and fuel cost etc. This study 

discussed the importance of cost reduction in this sector as business 

performance is going on peak but in future if firms would be facing same 

pattern of high cost than this sector may have to suffer in future. For avoiding 

this government of Pakistan is pressuring to minimize the import duty on pet 

coke and other fuels also. Cement industry in Pakistan was regional exporter 

with approximately 10.752 million tons of cement in years 2008-09. The 

decline in this sector has occurred in 2011 with almost 8.568 million tons 

cement Pakistan is always been a promising capacity in export markets. The 

expanding markets in Egypt and Myanmar will be more worthwhile for this 

sector in upcoming years. It will bring global market trends, forecasts, and 

competitive moves and analyze factors that will bring developments in world 

cement sector overall.  
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2.4 Profitability with working capital 

To find out the answer of the questions related to performance and profitability 

of cement industry like Does Working Capital Management Affect Profitability of 

Pakistani Firms? I concluded this in my report because I find his discussion 

important for analyze firms from financial point of view as discussed by Nasr 

(2007) main reason for analysis and research is to add value to the previous 

research of financial management which is known as working capital 

management.  In Pakistan cement industry is blessed by enrich resources but 

viewing this scope, growth opportunities in this sector there is least research 

done on this sector of Pakistan. They used data of ninety four selected company 

from cement sector this analysis is been done by year 1999-2004. Calculating 

performance by measuring variables and the correlation between them Average 

collection period, payment period availed to returns, the wealth conversion 

cycle of companies and Current ratio on the gross profitability of Pakistani 

companies .Its result has shown up that there is inverse relation exist in 

between the elements of the in process capital and profitability ratio of the 

firm. They believed that as wealth conversion cycle climbs up it will bring 

decrease in profits of companies and managerial people at top level create a 

positive inflow for the investors by decreasing the wealth circulation period to 

least time duration.  

Nasr did the Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient Analysis and also referred 

qualitative analysis to measure the business performance. From this study we 

can analysis that significant negative association among liquidity and 

profitability between these ratios. 

2.5 Debt and equity 

Nauman (2012) have studied that how the firms in cement industry selected 

during debt and equity whereas taking any decision related to finance and the 

impact of that decision on their business performance in long run. This study 
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main emphasis the Maple Leaf Cement Company Ltd, this company is working 

in cement sector of Pakistan and has been selected to do analysis of its 

financial condition to develop a true view about broadening and opportunity in 

this sector. For this ratio analysis has been performed to check the effects of 

debt and equity. Results of this study showed that equity financing has more 

positive influence on better performance of firms. When firm choose to 

publication of loans among debt-equity option when its leverage ratio is least 

than the set standards which was wholly industry averages in this case. 

Obviously the association between current debt ratios or capability and 

issuance option could not be proved by the sample only but it has proved the 

association linked between the investment in new belongings that are assets 

and issuance of those equities that meant liquidity does have their effect on 

finance related matters somehow. They also verify other ratios and factors that 

have relation with decision making and profit in cement industry. It is the 

dividend payout ratio and the price per earning that shows that financing has 

positive relationship it’s like when the price per earnings ratio was going up the 

firm decided to issue the equities. Keeping the reactions of finance resolutions 

on the business outcome the companies’ chose provide proofs in biasness of 

what it is already planned. Hence they concluding from their research that in 

cement industries their business performance largely depend on equity 

financing.   

2.6 Market Structure 

In a study conducted by Zaheer (2013) Cement manufacturing in Pakistan it is 

discovered that this sector is a market of oligopoly and it has immense 

competition between members of the cartel and the cartel arrangements. To 

view the business performance and success of the firms in this sector we first 

identify the factors which are critical for this industry profits as it’s a 

manufacturing sector and we cannot off set the critical path by just focusing on 

growth side only. Manufacturers of this sector have handle the counter invasion 
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strategies by applying varies volume improvements in their machines to catch 

the extra market share and to enjoy the economies of scale (maximum profit 

from mass production) from the production of final products. In their report 

they also talked about some settled KPIs to calculate the business performance 

along with management activities. Their report was proved very informative for 

industry because it brings attention towards other factors except only financial 

ratios and existing growth margin.   

2.7 Descriptive Analysis and regression 

Mobeen (2013) has studied the role of working capital in profits, nonprofits and 

performance linkage to both of them. They illustrate that the investor of this 

sector have concern with profits and pay attention to working capital update. 

Net working capital basically includes the total assets company holding at 

specific moment and then the liabilities against that. Currently viewing the 

literatures and studies available on this sector shows a positive performance 

and monetary benefits of firms. Firms operating in cement industry in Pakistan 

are showing a positive commitment to its shareholder and giving a positive 

outflow to its economy. His results of this study have explained that there 

exists the positive and negative relation of working capital depending on the 

variables. Return on asset gives us both negative and positive slope but it 

particularly depend on the firms individual independent variables.  

 

To empirically view the profitability relationship with the working capital in 

cement industry of Pakistan this research is conducted by (Taliv, 2011) this 

research is based on performance of cement industry during year 2005-2010. 

He examines that regression analysis should be used to measure the 

performance of firms by using performance variables. This study comes up with 

almost same result of previous research that working capital does have a 

positive association with this manufacturing sector. According to this study the 
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size of the firm do vary with the return on its current asset it basically is 

connected with a negative relationship and the outcome of return on equity 

(ROE) has positive correlation with working capital of firm. By viewing current 

year’s growth and performance of Pakistan’s cement sector it can be interpret 

easily that this sector have more room to grow well and the factors involve are 

macro factors where other major is working capital which has positive influence 

on the performance of this industry.  

The investigation by Bhanu (1995) conducted to measure the capacity 

utilization and performance and also to find the reasons behind 

underutilization in cement industry. This study basically fills the gap of cement 

industry performance in different time frames with relation to its control and 

decontrol over performance elements.  Klein’s explain capacity utilization by 

taking sample from different firms during years 1982-1987. According to this 

empirical study it comes to consideration that capacity has maximum leveled 

outcome which a firm can attain within cement industry for maintain better 

performance. The utilization of resources is dependent on different variables 

like raw material, availability of desired items and quality but the two factors 

that are related to performance are demand and supply. Regression analysis is 

conducted to measure and estimate different inputs those are coal, fuel etc. 

least square method is also used for estimation. The equation used was 

dependent on different criteria as R2 was sign of coefficient of variables 

estimated. Its effect is seen on 5 firms in cement industry. The value/outcome 

of this estimation comes up 0.36 this result of equation have shown that the 

study of variables to measure utilization of capacity and performance like for 

coal its positive and enough. This study has results to better understand the 

importance of variables with contrast to performance. Other things highlighted 

were the study on utilization and performance in two different sectors one is 

private organizations and other is government owned firms in cement industry. 

In this research other discussion was about the Bureau of Industrial Costs and 
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Prices it’s about internal and external factors also miscellaneous factors that 

causes difference in performance in firms in cement industry.  

This literature discussed about changing concentration of cement industry this 

research is basically conducted on India cement industry (Pradhan, 1992) it 

measure the differences in output by cement industry after changing in policies 

which authorize firms to do their operations in less controlled environment. As 

cement industry is manufacturing sector and also tough industry for 

competition at macro level economy. The basic reason for conducting this 

research was to specify that cement industry is able to achieve its defined 

objectives and to see the performance of cement industry; its concentration 

must reduce to actively beat competition among large scale producers and the 

post-decontrol duration. Its research has shown that the concentration of the 

industry has been following a declining trend since the 1950s. They have 

discussed different factors related to concentration and changing which 

includes the variables and effects of the following factors competition with 

concentration, change in concentration, changing in region wise concentration 

and new policy region. Our literature review couldn’t explain the each effect of 

their results about concentration so keeping this study related we will be 

emphasizing on studies, reasons behind the research conducted, methods used 

and result of specific studies. This study also explain growth of share of firms 

in this industry they used the kinked exponential model by launching a kink in 

year 1982. The research has observed that there was a decline in year 1970 to 

many firms but after 1971 the growth have risen in different sub periods. It 

also highlighted the character of concentration in post and pre policy 

changing’s. After the methodologies and outcomes it is concluded by them that 

the aggregate level of cement industry have been examined regionally the 

evidenced does not support to the greater downfall of this sector in post 

periods of 1982. The conclusion of changing in policy in view of region-wise 

share of the large houses reveals that the capacity installed by firms has grown 
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at a greater rate in two regions while at the time of declining the rate of share 

has come down significantly in another during the post-partial-decontrol years.  

This literature by (Gupta, 1975) is about measuring output and its relationship 

with the costing of cement industry. The cost components in this sector include 

labor cost; resources raw material cost and depreciation of equipment’s these 

are basic expenditures. This investigation also has been determinant to identify 

the amenity of firms to achieve economies of scale or reasons firms facing 

diseconomies of scale. It is examined that cement industry is operating with L 

shaped curve (average cost curve) and have margin cost curve in horizontal way 

it means that firms operating in cement industry have been worked in U shaped 

cost cycle and after that they were unable to reach at their optimum required 

size. It could say after reading this paper that not all firms operating in cement 

industry have same cost and output effect so its basic aim is to study the 

association between cost and output (performance) of firms. The method 

adapted to conduct this research was cross section process and time series 

method which estimate the total cost curve of firms. In relation to measure the 

total cost it vary on factors like how much your labor is skilled, how much 

technical awareness your engineers have, the unforeseen contingencies and 

management etc. they have discussed four different types of hypothesis to form 

this cost and output relationship. Which are linear equations, quadratic formula, 

cubic and double log with this research it can understand easily from 

interpretations and tables that Marginal cost curve and Average cost curve are 

to be U shaped and the total cost function is cubic, so that the co-efficient of 

result is positive. While using time series method in regression time is used as 

variable for technical figures whereas in other method of cross section data the 

ratios are estimated of variables e.g. labor cost, material pricing and other 

related operating costs are used as technological measures in different firms of 

cement industry.  While summarizing it could said as the curves are operating 

in U shaped average curve and the cement firms still need to reach at optimal 
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size. And viewing from economies and diseconomies of scale there are two 

factors one that total cost and with labor cost are related with economies of 

scale while the diseconomies with material costing.  

2.8 Growth and Consumption 

A brief study is conducted on Pakistan’s energy consumption and its significant 

importance by (Ali, 2014) as we know Pakistan is an under developed economy 

and is facing severe energy crises which is blemish its industry poorly. But on 

other hand its infrastructure is becoming more concerned part for the 

government to look after so there is huge increase in energy demand in this 

country. In theory there is strong relation between energy consumed and 

economic growth of any country whether it’s any specific industry or huge 

economy. The empirical studies may provide us variations in the findings 

depending on different economic structures being studied Sari, et al (2008). 

Economies have different consumptions pattern of energy. As they have 

different pattern same as they enjoyed different sources to generate energy 

Cifter (2007). A survey conducted during the FY07 to 08 is about 53 percentile 

of overall coal production which is being used by brick-kilns industries and 44.6 

percentile of coal is used by cement industry of Pakistan while power 

generating sector is consuming only 2.2 percentile of total. During the FY it’s 

around 80 percentages of cement manufacturing companies that has been 

moved over to coal from furnace oil and also because of high furnace costs 

interfacing by cement industry Pakistan.  
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3) Research methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

Research is an academic persuasive process which means that in what 

circumstances something is being done or in condition and this is also used in 

a technical sense. Clifford Woody define this methodology in following way 

according to him research is defining or finding a specific problem statement, 

developing different hypothesis statements against that problem, collect data 

through different reliable resources, apply measuring scales like calculating 

ratios, concluding this all process into final conclusion, to make sure that 

conclusion is determined with hypothesis and in the end recommendations are 

provided. Conducting research is contemplated as the manipulation of things, 

the concept that are used as specifying correct information and knowledge. 

Research is considered as “falsify in words, processes, concepts or designs for 

the aim of relate to extend the right or investigate the knowledge rather that 

knowledge helps in building of theory”.  Study is off course an original 

participation to the already stock of information making for its improvement. It 

is the depth of true statement that with the help of research observation, 

contrast and experiment the search for information through objective and 

systematic processes of getting solution to an issues and matters is research. 

The processed method concerning generic and the inventing of a new theory is 

also research. In this chapter of research methodology the details discussion 

will include processes and methods used to collect the data for this study. The 

main idea of conducting this research is to analysis the financial and business 

position of Pakistan’s cement industry it’s a huge industry to make any decision 

about its related issues we cannot only relay on data which is provided in the 

firm’s financial statements only so this research some other resources will be 

pursued. The companies which are selected for this research is those cement 

firm’s which are leading in Pakistan cement sector and are also listed under KSE 
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(Karachi stock exchange). The figure below is reflecting the framework of 

research that how the research pattern flows types of research, according to 

type of research we adopted, we identify our methods that we will follow, the 

techniques here mean the ways through which data would be conducting like 

interviews, case study. Like interviews it can be further sub divided like 

telephonic interviews, structural interviews or unstructured.   

 

3.2 Research methodology 

Mainly we have two types of research the primary research methods and 

secondary. In this research both types would be used the primary methods will 

include my unstructured interviews with the head persons working in major 

firms of cement sector and next tool is my personal observation. Secondary 

data will include all the raw data studied regarding to the impact and variables 

that reflects the performance of cement industry Pakistan.  

3.3 Research strategy 

Research manner is just not a one framed fits to all methods. The research 

strategy that we can select to take our dissertation defines the method that we 

should carry or adapt towards research concerns. Whereas the research strategy 

based on a number of elements that the method we follow should give 

reflection of each of these elements we have selected. In our Research Strategy 
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part I would introduce these most important elements and facts which are 

inclusive research paradigms, research designs, research methods, sampling 

strategies that would adopt and data analysis techniques. 

There are four main research strategies Exploratory, descriptive, analytical and 

predictive. Here in this research more than one method is used exploratory is 

used to because to meet the need of develop hypothesis and do its accuracy 

testing, analytical strategy in research describe how and why something is 

happening and identifying variables another strategy is predictive it includes 

close analysis of cause and effects of available evidences.   

3.4 Research Philosophy 

Research philosophy provides or leaves the impact of research that to which 

level researcher’s wish, values and concern is involved. The philosophy of 

Positivistic method is utilized here. To come up with the rationalized results 

from the research commonly surveys, Cross-sectional Studies and case studies 

are used. Positivistic method will assemble the data examination in an easy 

way.  

This approach ‘research philosophy’ is concerned with the building and concern 

of information. This is something exact same portray what you are actually wish 

to do or have planned to find when you are into any research. Even if the 

objective of doing any study is to address any matter or issue in any specific 

context then the research person would be giving a new approach. The 

research philosophy one confirmed to be utilized it means that we do mean 

specific suppositions about it that how we view the problems or situations. 

These suppositions will provide us the underpinning or rostrum from which to 

announce the research strategy. It will give our option by our own norms, style 

of working and practical implementations.  
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Positivism 

The logic behind Positivism is linked with association of the idea of objectivity 

importance. In this way of philosophical methods scientists gave their reviews 

to remark social concerns with the help of objectivity in place of subjectivity 

Schindler (2006). According to this paradigm most of researchers have the aim 

to collect generic available information and data from a large size sample 

instead of maintain a details of research. In accordance with researcher’s own 

trust have no value to push the research study. The positivism philosophical 

method is basically linked with the observations and experiments to gather the 

numeric data Easter-by-Smith et al (2006). 

Interpretivism 

Interpretivism can be linked as the Social Constructionism in the area of 

managing the research. In philosophical method research give value to their 

understandings and value to give accurate justification for a research issue 

Easter by- Smith et al. (2006). By keeping researchers focus into highlight of 

actual realities and figures according to the research problem. This kind of 

philosophical method makes up specific business situation. In this method 

researchers use small sample size and make evaluation of them in explanation 

to understand the views of more minds Kasi (2009). 

 Realism 

This research philosophy mainly concentrates in the reality and beliefs that are 

already exist in the environment. In this philosophical approach, two main 

approaches are direct and critical realism Scott (2004). Direct reality means, 

what an individual feels, see, hear, etc. On the other hand, in critical realism, 

individuals argue about their experiences for a particular situation Bougie 

(2010). This is associated with the situation of social constructivism, because 

individual tries to prove his beliefs and values. 
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Pragmatic 

Pragmatism is basically raise usefulness, practical implication of ideas and 

workability. This term is letting your ideas and things done to achieve the final 

outcome.  Pragmatism as a research paradigm is concerned with what has been 

emerged through the writings of Peirce, James, Dewey and Mead among others.  

It was said that mixed research that is also emphasis on the transformative 

paradigm if the researcher focuses more on philosophical beliefs than to  those 

of pragmatism (Mertens, 2009; Mertens& McLaughlin, 2004). Pragmatism is be 

divided into two ages.  

Our concern would be on the straight or line of actions we are taking with this 

warranted assertions, the overall emphasis on generic workability. In 

pragmatists view the action lines are those research approaches that are most 

suitable to study the data on hand. The real behave that will back the warranted 

action, attitudes and regulations that will be adopted from behavior toward 

working attitude. The pragmatists’ aim is to find the useful matters of linkage. 

 

3.5 Motivation of Research 

What make people feel or concern to do any sort of finding/research? This 

concern has a relative value. The possible aims for doing research may be 

either any one specific or could be more than one, this study motivation has the 

following; concerns: 

1. Wish to earn a research degree along with its practical benefits 

2. To face the challenges in solving the unsolved problems or finding the 

concerns over practical issues in this specific issue in initiates research 

3. To have intellectual happiness of doing some creative work by myself 

4. To put some of service to society 
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These are not an exhaustive list of factors that have motivated me to do this 

research studies. Many other things like curiosity about new issues, things, 

desire to understand causal association between the practical and bookish 

terms, social thinking and awareness.  

3.6 Research process 

Many researchers define research from different prospective but basic idea of 

research is similar. Research process is carried out to answer the basic question 

in any research starting from the purpose of research needed, identification of 

issue, give recommended solutions, study different researched and provide a 

new idea. We have two approaches in research process inductive and deductive. 

In inductive research we start from a specific or defined situation and take the 

research towards broaden idea or theories whereas in deductive research we 

start from generic point and take our research toward some specific or defined 

events.  

Inductive research 

In this research the situations or events are uncertain they can be described 

earlier. We collect information through different related people study their 

prospective regarding a same issue then identify the common factors or 

elements and then we do comparison of these different theories. To carry this 

research we do required more time to analyze the ideas and then we come up 

with new definitions/theories by summing up different elements. 

Deductive research 

This approach is also referred as top to down approach.  In this process the 

research is starting from broader vision for the purpose of ending it on specific 

theory. After analyzing different theories we create hypothesis by narrow down 

the focus of study, after this hypothesis testing is being done it will ruling to 

confirmation of hypothesis and then final conclusion is made.  
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In our case the focal point would be on both inductive and deductive research. 

Summarizing different views into this one contribution and also have created 

hypothesis by narrow down our focus on certain important factors that have 

impact on cement industry’s performance.  

 

Qualitative and Quantitative Data 

Qualitative research is based on gathering the qualitative data which means 

collecting the inward and extensive data regarding to any research or for any 

event. It represents the structures of large number of participants. In qualitative 

research the data is been collected on the basis of attitudes, logics, values and 

perceptions it doesn’t involve the numeric information or results in numeric 

forms. In this the reliability of data does matter a lot because for providing any 

suggestion/solution or any transparent conclusion we must have the true data. 

In qualitative research we study individual behavior. The main tool used under 

this research is observation as psychologist, sociologists believe that 

observation is only tool which provides you or leads you to obtain extensive 

information about any research or event. Qualitative research is time 

consuming method and its interpretation sometimes become so hard. The 

reason behind this is that research conclusion can be confronted easily because 

people do have different perceptions and values.  

Quantitative research includes the quantitative data which provides us with the 

numeric results. This research also includes the process with the following 

steps starting from theories and models, developing hypothesis, find the 

suitable instrument for measuring data (according to the requirement of 

research interpretation e.g. profits, earning per share etc. Depending upon 

which ratios or term they need to identify. Aliaga and Gunderson (2000) 

explained that what we understand by quantitative research very well as 

Quantitative research is justifying a detailed phenomenon by gathering 
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numerical values that are viwed by using mathematical measures and methods. 

In this research we don’t use data based on perception but data which includes 

range, statistical measures, frequencies and all numeric information.  

 

3.7 Data collection method 

There are two methods the primary way to obtain data and the secondary data 

source. In this research we have used both the resources for data collection. 

The primary source includes the empirical methods to obtain information. The 

following are used to obtain data from cement industry Pakistan: 

• Focus group 

• One to one interviews sessions 

In focus the data is been collected by certain people who are linked with cement 

industry they are distributer, consumer and political people. The discussion was 

been done in relaxed environment and the notes are taken by researcher. The 

data collected from this way was very useful from the point of view of ground 

realities that end user are facing.  

In interviews the data collection is done through unstructured interviews, 

different topics are covered under this section. This method also had some 

telephonic interviews with managerial level employees in cement firms.  

Sources of secondary data 

Secondary source includes the annual reports of firms, international reviews 

and research on cement industry and also financial report by SBP (state bank of 

Pakistan).  
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 3.8 Sample selection: 

Collecting data is time-taking and expensive activity, even for relatively small 

volume and variety of data. It is often hard that the complete or overall 

population will be examined. Because of the time and cost barriers the volume 

of data we collect will be limited to a certain level and the number of people or 

organizations we are able to contact will be specific according to 

approachability. The main purpose of this research as mentioned before, to 

review the financial position of cement firms and also the scope within the 

industry to investigate this important element is the impact of working capital 

management on firm profitability. In according with this objective select all 21 

listed companies in Karachi Stock Exchange for the period of 2004-2012. 

Limitation of data collected: Total 29 companies are working in Pakistan under 

this sector but only 21 listed in Karachi stock exchange and authentic data 

available till 2012. 

3.9 Data analysis 

In this report both quantitative and qualitative data selection tools are been 

used. The empirical substances would be qualitatively examined in way to get 

the logical results on the research statement. Raw data is been collected from 

the ranked research views on the Cement sector Pakistan. Research articles, 

news, published matters are also used for the data gathering matter.  
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Quantitative & Qualitative Data analysis 

Design and creativity have always had an element of quantitative data. 

Designers have discussed width, height, dimensions and quantities. However, 

as the creative industries take on strategic challenges there is an increasing 

application of quantitative user research. This section introduces some of the 

more frequently used techniques for quantitative analysis and their application 

in research projects for the creative industries. Assessing the material is 

consistent and regular activity which provides us not only the solutions but also 

that on which route we should focus in our future concern activities. These 

methods helps us to pilot test the hypothesis which we have developed in the 

quantitative prospective. With using these approaches we can undoubted can 

convert the raw formed data into information and precious knowledge and also 

find the link exist in the association of variables. Qualitative analysis is the 

process of interpreting data collected during the course of qualitative research. 

It has prime worth to clarify the data but to also explain and justify the reasons 

of the process we are adapting. The verification of the data depends on its type. 

In qualitative research data you need to establish trustworthiness and to do this 

it must be accountable, auditable through verifying the transformation of 

results is transferable and reliable and confirmable. Accountability can be better 

by long linkage with the respondents. The results interpreted by regression 

analysis methods practiced depends on the form of the data selection method 

and how it is relative to the regression which is being used. Regression analysis 

relies into some range on building any assumptions about the method adopted. 

Sometimes it becomes difficult for researcher to test the entire hypothesis due 

to large scale of data.  
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Hypotheses testing  

The main motive of this research is to find about the financial condition of 

cement sector for this we need to understand the association and link between 

profits and working capital balance this report provide the testable hypothesis 

Null Hypotheses H0 versus the Alternate Hypotheses H1 

Hypothesis  

The hypothesis to analyze the association: 

H0: There is no link exists between the working capital/capital in process and 

profitability ratios of firms working under Pakistan cement sector. 

H1: There exists a positive association between working capital/capital in 

process and profitability of firms working under Pakistan cement sector.  

H2: There is no association exists between liquidity ratio and profits in firms 

working under Pakistan cement sector. 

H3: There exist a negative association between liquidity and profits in firms 

working under Pakistan cement sector. 

Defining variables: 

The independent and dependent variables that are used in explaining the 

hypothesis are following: 

 Return on total assets ROTA 

 Current ratio 

 Net Current Assets to Total Assets Ratio: 

 Quick ratio 

 Inventory turnover in ratio 

 Working Capital Turnover Ratio 
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According to Shim and Siegel (1998) working Capital turnover ratio explains 

how effectively capital in processes has been used and Inventory Turnover Ratio 

is the volume of how instant does inventory turned over in a one fiscal year it 

has association between Cost of Goods Sold and average cost of inventory. 

Other like current ratio develops the association between Current assets and 

Current obligations for which company is liable. Quick Ratio built association 

between the quick assets and current obligations of the companies.  An asset is 

highly liquid if it can be converted into cash instantly.  Next important ratio is 

return on asset it is the ratio which measures the company’s income before 

paying interest and taxes against the total net assets owned by the company. 

The higher the income it mean in better the way assets are used. Last are net 

Current Assets to total assets it creates ratio a linkage between current assets 

and total assets of companies and shows the scope of total wealth invested for 

use as capital in process through Guides (2007).  

3.10 Reliability  

This term referred to that how many times and how many ways you have tried 

different approaches and that gives you the same result or outcome. Reliability 

in research means that how much you can keep your trust in your research or 

study. It assumed that if it is reliable you said then it must provide the same 

result if any study is conducted through different mediums but by relevant 

variables. Reliability can be measured by different testing or pilot testing like 

observations, questioners etc. but it repeatedly providing the same result. In 

other words we can say it should provide us with consistency in result.  While 

conducting researches we can never assume that any research is reliable unless 

we verify its resources.  In this report the true picture of cement industry can be 

seen as the reasons of the downfall and rise in cement industry have intensive 

factors that have valid realities in country’s economy also. 
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3.11 Validity  

Another important term is validity it is the existence or absenteeism of one or 

more eligible factors to represent results or to create interest. One of the 

uncomplicated methods to attest for criterion-related to validity is to examine 

the tool by a group that is known to portray the trait to be calculated. There are 

so much other ways of various kinds of validities which may include: content 

validity, face validity, criterion-related validity, constructs validity, factorial 

based validity, concurrent validity, convergent validity and unlike Validity of this 

research can be seen by the provided financial report by SBP (state bank of 

Pakistan) also the graphs of earing per share, the growth in industry and the 

profitability ratio. 

 

3.12 Limitations of the Study 

Due to the time frame and choice of the subject there were number of 

limitation faced by the researcher during the thesis. 

 The report is dependent mainly on data of FY05 TO FY 10 that is why a 

explained results overlaying this long time duration which may come up 

with slightly variation in justification of results comparing to other 

researches which is because of limitation of time.  

 Researcher was unable to find many researches on his topic within the 

scenario of Pakistan. So, therefore, researcher will be unable to compare 

its finding with other researches. 

 Few studies have been made in relation to elements of capital edifice 

mainly in the cement sector in Pakistan. This is why the current findings 

are a maiden effort to assess the factors of capital edifice in the cement 

sector in Pakistan. 
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 This leering review would be depend on secondary data which is gathered 

from State Bank of Pakistan (SBP).Therefore, the quality of the study 

depends purely upon the accuracy, reliability and quality of the secondary 

data source. Approximation, and relative measures with respect to the 

data source might impact the results. 
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 4) Findings 

4.1 Findings from primary data 

The summary of interviews conducted in different cement firms is discussed 

below:  

 The first interview was conducting to CEO of Al-Abbas cement industry 

Ltd. He has shared his vast experience in cement industry. The discussion 

was based on the demand of cement domestically. He talk about the 

recent plant they have planted for the project PSDP it’s a project which is 

started to meet the upcoming demand of cement domestically. This 

sector is getting developed on monthly basis the main reason is the 

improvement in infrastructure in Pakistan.Now what I have concluded 

with his opinion that there is a positive development in cement industry 

Pakistan this is not only because of the demand for cement it is also 

because Pakistan is self-sufficient in coal and other resources. The 

financial scope and opportunity is very high from last few years in 

Pakistan.   

 Other interview conducted with CEO of Bestway cement Ltd talking about 

future outlook of cement sector he tried to explain the ambiguities in 

cement industry. According to him there is still need of improvement in 

policies regarding this industry to get maximum advantage from the 

opportunities available. Government overall policies are still not clear 

about various critical issue including the profit uplifts which can cause 

problem to cement industry.From this I found the need to improve the 

system regulations and policies implemented by the government in other 

words there is need to work on corporate governance and focused should 

be in concern of dispersed owners instead of concentrated system in 

Pakistan.   
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 Another discussion was done with Chief Information officer at D.G Khan 

Cement the main agenda throughout the discussion was profitability of 

their firm and the profits of whole industry. He said profitability is 

worthless if they don’t keep the value of money provided by 

shareholders. Cement industry to expect the golden increase in 

shareholders wealth as well as in the country’s income. The recent rise in 

the transportation cost for cement would notably increase freight cost for 

the local manufacturers of our country. If the Government of Pakistan did 

not compromised on the pronouncement or the additional burden would 

not transferred to the end user then this sector have to face many 

problems.   

 In interview with director of Fauji Cement Ltd the importance of 

contribution of cement sector in GDP can be seen. The growth of 

economy related to GDP of the country added hugely to risen the demand 

for cement. This can be estimated by the growth moment that there is 

rise in demand as the economic variables show betterment in cement 

requirement growth varies to actual GDP growth matters with the cement 

exports and sale. Now what I have concluded with his discussion cement 

industry of Pakistan is contributing huge amount in the countries income. 

It is contributing 7% with the export of its best quality cement to country 

include Iran at the lead. 

 The manager of Dewan cement was interviewed the main focus was on 

the vast opportunities available in this sector. Cement sector will hunt the 

moment of growth available in Pakistan’s economy. From this it meant 

that whenever the GDP will increase it means the need for cement has 

also climbed. Addition to it the demand will enlarge in straight ratio. 

Additionally, the cement demand will grow in direct proportion to the 

expanded expense allotment by the government of Pakistan. 
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4.2 Regression Analysis 

Simple linear regression analysis was conducted for some of the ratios return 

on assets (ROTA) with Current Ratio (CR), Quick Ratio (QR), and Net Current 

Assets to Total Assets Ratio (NCA / TA), Working Capital Turnover Ratio (WCT) 

and Inventory Turnover Ratio (ITR). Regression model is: ROTA = o +1 CR +2 

QR +3 NCA / TA +4 WCT +5 ITR + έ 

 

Data analysis: 

Descriptive statistics  of  

(21 listed companies of 

cement sector which are 

registered in Karachi stock 

exchange)  

 

 

Variable  

 

 

 

 

 

Mean  

 

 

 

 

 

Std. Deviation  

ROTA  6.3800  11.72284  

CR  107.0300  69.48779  

QR  97.0400  68.25649  

NCA/TA  .2882  .13852  

WCT  2.5601  40.71565  

ITR  33.8812  56.34538  
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Empirical results of dependent 

variables. Dependent Variable ROTA  

Standardized Coefficients  

                     b-Value                      t-Value                   Sig  

Constant                        -2.611            .012  

CR   3.319  3.326  .002  

QR    -3.226  -3.293  .002  

NCA/TA   .353  2.126  .038  

WCT    -.109  -.974  .334  

ITR    .135  1.141   .259  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Finding 
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The result shows of these tables above shows the clear picture of association 

between dependent and independent variables which are identified by the 

regression model. Descriptive findings of statistics in table 2 and finding that 

are given in table 1 and 2 accordingly. 

The finding shows the association link betwixt these dependent and 

independent elements that the written two ratios, current ratio and net current 

ratio have positive effect on total ratio and on industry’s profitability. This 

means that while accounts receivables and inventory time duration gets longest 

then there is climb in profitability or the way round.  

The other variables that have remarkable effects on companies’ profits are that 

on how quick ratio affecting the variable negatively. It leads to that any change 

increases in stock leads profits to decrease. The other variables included are 

turnover ratio and inventory turnover ratio has no statistically effects on firm 

profitability. 

Conclusion  

This research purpose is to analyze the determinants of cement industry 

profitability, the variables linked along the balancing of in process capital with 

the zest for cement sector between the time duration of Y04 TO 10. While 

concluding the findings and regression results it could be suggest that the 

profitability of the undertaking may be increased by longer the time period of 

receiving. 

 The positive relationship between accounts receivable period and profitability 

can be reduced due to what customers want more time to evaluate the quality 

of products that purchase companies with profitable Deloof, (2003). However, 

this empirical conclusion conflicts with some financial models that explain the 

commercial credit. Trade receivables are generally cheaper Emery, (1984) 

negotiable short-term investments, it is logical that, above all, business high 

profit that are most liquid transfer relatively large amounts of commercial credit 
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to their buyers. Because, according to the theory of liquidity, liquids are less 

prone to commercial credit application and more likely to offer. Another 

empirical conclusion is similar; the negative relationship between period and 

inventory profitability and this may be the result of pressure on leaders in sales 

revenues to a level below and more inventories, as discussed in studio Deloof 

(2003). Lever is another variable that affect profitability negatively stops. This 

conclusion can be explained suggestions that competing companies are 

strongly mobilized sweeter that will limit investment Myers, (2003), therefore 

their power insufficient competition can lead to a decrease in profitability. 

Firms in Pakistan have greater volume of cash which they bring in working 

condition or put as in process capital. This is why it can be anticipate that the 

pattern in which this capital is maintained will have a relevant impression on 

cash inflow of those companies. It has been investigate that a notable negative 

association exist between net operating profits and the average collection time 

duration, inventory turnover in days, average payment period and cash 

conversion cycle for a specimen of Pakistan’s firms listed under their Karachi 

Stock Exchange. These outcomes recommended that managers can justify the 

worth for their shareholders by decreasing the days of accounts receivable and 

of keeping inventory to an acceptable minimum period. The negative 

association between the payable and profitability ratio is constant with the 

vision that less profitable companies stay longer to reimburse their bills. 

In the relevancy with the hypotheses we can announce that our alternate 

hypothesis that working capital or in process capital is balanced or maintained 

carefully than it would have appreciably effects on profits and Pakistani firms 

are those one to be accepted; and that why  we refuses the null hypothesis. 

Exactly this way we accept this hypothesis that there exist a negative link 

between liquidity and profits of the firms that why we refused null hypotheses 

(H02). It can be seen that in Pakistan current ratio is the nearly more 

significance then liquidity ratios that affects profitability. 
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Here these firms need to adjust with these two aims so both of these ratios 

would need to experience hardship. The main focus should be put on wealth 

that is in working already which covers current assets, current liabilities, and 

finances.  If the firms will understand that how to balance these correctly 

including their cash, accounts receivables and inventories in an accurate 

manner then obviously this will uplift their worth and profits. There are so 

much work needed to be forecast regarding in process capital/working capital 

in future for Pakistani companies. I would recommend that more study should 

be done, more research should start to analyze more clearly and also with more 

data of years should utilized for sample. The area of research may be enlarged 

to the working capital factors or includes its elements like cash, securities, 

receivables and inventory available with firms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(state bank of Pakistan) 
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This overall statement provided by SBP State bank of Pakistan is analysis of 

multiple ratios that are necessary to assess financial health of any industry.  We 

can see the massive increase in the investor returns through shareholders 

equity in cement sector from this statement in year 2006 it was 75,611,375 

(000) and in 2011 it become investment of 139,007,582 (000). Next noticeable 

figure is of gross profit which was 22,281,933 (000) in 2006 and it climbs up to 

26,472,820 (000). There are some other ratios which are not increasing but if 

we see the long term analysis then this sector is producing profits for country if 

not rising over yearly but a certain increase is there. The reason of decrease in 

profit margins are because of devaluation of Pakistan’s currency, inflation 

within the country and the cost of production have risen too much because of 
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fuel crisis and electricity crisis well about these important factors we have 

talked about in concern areas of our research.   

 

 

The diagram explain the growth in industry’s assets and liabilities of recent 

years the current assets have increased which caused growth of 14.4%, the 

liabilities reduced in year 2011 with 2.1% and shareholders’ equity have risen 

with 9%.  

In other diagram its graph is showing increase in gross profit with 31.2% and 

also the rise in sales with 14.2% the sale of cement industry also includes the 

quantity of cement exports from Pakistan.  
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These graphs are analysis by SBP state bank of Pakistan to measure the 

efficiency and ratios including current ratio, debt to equity, profits and EPS. In 

2011there is a positive effect of all but only a decrease in debt equity ratio this 

is related to leverage it measures the risk associated with investors’ money.  

The graph below is describing the accumulated production patterns of cement 

industries in Pakistan. From year 2002 to 2007 there is a vast increase in the 

production of all kind of cement.  
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5) Discussion and Conclusion 

In conclusion I would like to share my experience of this research after business 

analysis of different firms in cement industry what I found in Pakistan is first 

the future expectations from this sector are very high and cement 

manufacturing firms are showing the rising trends from past years which can 

easily view through different indicators like demand of Pakistan cement in all 

over the world, their export patterns, annual increase in the production of 

cement, its contribution to GDP etc. the 21 listed company on Karachi stock 

exchange are performing very well from all aspects. Investors in Pakistan are 

highly satisfied with their investments and returns they are receiving. There is 

fruitful relation exists in the cement sector of Pakistan with its stakeholders. 

Cement sector is paying taxes and duties according to policies of government 

but this is although increasing the cost of production of these firms, the bad 

side of this sector is that the ultimate burden is preferred to put on to end 

consumer which should not be done. The main factor which has significant 

importance in the rise and decline in any cement manufacturing firm is its 

working capital. Working capital is a necessary availability of funds to run the 

operations related to manufacturing of cement to its distribution. While 

conducting this research I have seen the firms with hostile working capital have 

low profitability.  

In accordance with All Pakistan Cement Manufacturers Association (APCMA), the 

capacity of cement that is freight to local and international markets is 10.474 

million tons in July-October 2012, against 10.436 million tons in the previous 

year with this the amount of exports have decrease but does not affect the 

overall sales because the sale within the country recompensed. The reason of 

its massive usage in Pakistan is the improvement in their infrastructures. The 

building of societies, dams, roads, and bridges have created more need for 
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producing cement if they continuously want to make their exports as they do 

before. Some large companies have explained more than 30 percentile gross 

profit for fiscal Y12 and the establishment department of infrastructure 

announced the huge achievement in business capacity at KSE between the week 

that have ended on November 2nd . These are not just registered cement firms 

that are paying qualified dividends but remaining institutes or firm’s becoming 

more expensive regularly. Through this the reduction in excise duty had bring 

3% rise in sales.  

What I have found while conducting this research about Pakistan cement 

industry had very changed experienced from researches done before 2005 

because onwards from 2005 the situation was very different the industry was 

enjoying profits, the ups and down in some recent years are because of the 

overall condition of country which includes the shortage of power generation 

plants, the devaluation of their currency, the shortage of fuel within the 

country, the less innovations and low budget allocated to research and 

development department. These are some of the factors which directly effect on 

production based industry but then as this industry in enriched with resources 

and have quality cement production so this sector have stand up with reputable 

profits and its contribution in Pakistan GDP. If we look at recent situation then 

establishment firms that are working to improve infrastructure and NGOs in 

Pakistan are focusing on rebuilt those places and residential areas that were 

terribly demolished in Y2010 by flood. The chairman of APCMA 

MR.AizazMansor said that it is fact that we have really seen a massive increase 

in construction soon in future.  

 

 

 

Contribution 
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In the light of all the research I have gone through and after analyzing this 

industry from different point of views I would add my contribution through 

some suggestions that I found are important and needed by keeping these 

changes and upgrading some following important factors in view which are 

financial prospective, can create opportunities for invertor, contribution in 

economy, tax authority importance and trade development role in industry.  

 

 Now a days as everything has become so advance from technological 

point of view I found that the Cement industry is also not dependent on 

labor 100% but in Pakistan there is a great capacity to improve the 

cement sector by implementing new plantation, new technology for 

energy restoration and they should take their processes towards 

automation. If firms in any sector don’t update their technologies or 

won’t bring change in their old patterns then at the end they got obsolete 

or have to face declines.  

 Major crisis for this industry is shortage of electricity in Pakistan to 

overcome this energy crisis Government of Pakistan should take some 

steps otherwise this problem will bring down not only cement industry 

but all other industries as well.  For this dam should be built to provide 

sufficient power to cement sector.  

 Cement sector of Pakistan needs to invest in their R&D department to 

remain in competition they need to find what technological changes they 

have to introduce in their firms, they also need to find new types of 

cement to fulfill the requirement of modern infrastructure constructions.  

 Government of Pakistan need to bring change in the tax policies, they 

need to keep checks on their system. After this detail research I came to 

know about the last year tax relief in cement industry to consumer which 

was reduction in excise duty to offer low price to end consumer but 
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unfortunately the systems are so weak to keep the compliance or 

transparency that prices remain constant in market for end consumer. 

 Pakistan in known for high quality cement provider but there is demand 

for a cement type which is alkali it is used in projects which required low 

heat of hydration cement if they begin to manufacture this then there will 

be a greater increase in profitability of cement manufacturing firms.  

 Public and private firms are involve in export of cement at large scale but 

the problem is that the country’s own firms are competing for exports 

they need to create alliance or networks in such way through which they 

can develop the cement sector and export in a holistic way. 

 The Trade Development Authority of Pakistan is agreed to provide funds 

to ICMAP for research purpose, so that they can improve their working 

patterns, follow up new techniques and can find more ways to get 

maximum profits and can contribute more in GDP. So they should take 

advantage of this and should develop research department soon.  

 Huge sum of amount is earned through exports of cement; recent 

exports are 7% of total production of cement in Pakistan. The 

infrastructure in developing or transition economies are improving so if 

they explore more markets to export then it would be beneficial for 

financial health of this sector. 

 If we talk about marketing of products or aspects from marketing point 

then we know that market aspects are very important and are directly 

influence with success of firms Pakistan Cement industry has no 

marketing vision they must focus on marketing aspect to use the 

enhanced capacity.  

 In Pakistan the “Saeth organization system” which is family owned 

business they also have political influence and decisions are made for 

individual benefits rather than organizational benefits. Cement 

manufacturers should focus on developing their long-term vision for 
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organizations and strategy for their industry to improve production with 

use of effective resources. 

 Government, of Pakistan should take initiatives to correlate the micro-

level initiatives and small firms with macro tools and environmental 

effects so they can make sure transparent and effective compliance with 

industrial policies. 

 After study the cement sector I found that working capital and 

involvement of management has significant importance in this 

manufacturing industry so if management staff plays their role in helping 

the cement industry to reduce the cost of production, try to avoid 

production losses and keep their focus more on increasing profits instead 

of labor issues in factories which is one of major reason of losses in 

production firms in Pakistan.  
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